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Your workforce impacts your business. Consider this: “Best Companies to Work For” 
outperformed S&P 500 by 122%*. The employee experience will continue to become increasingly 
important. And, with unemployment in all-time-low ranges and our economy shifting to a 
knowledge workforce, attracting top talent is of absolute importance to an organization’s 
success. The cost of talent turnover is huge — studies have calculated it to be 0.5 – 2.0x a 
salaried employee’s wages. Once you employ talent, you need to do all you can to retain 
talent. The following explores how workspace and human resources can aid in talent attraction 
and retention specifically around company culture, career development and compensation. 
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Company culture is a key factor when it comes to employee satisfaction and engagement. Culture 
is much more than free lunch, happy hours and ping pong tables. Culture affects how work gets 
done. Typically, a company’s culture is a direct result of its leadership, from C-suite to the front-line. 
Communication, attitude, values, and vision of the leadership team can be the reason an employee  
comes to work.

Human resources (HR) plays a major role in driving the culture of a company. First, organizations need to 
understand how they are currently viewed. This can be done in a variety of ways that include checking reviews 
of the company on Glassdoor.com or deploying an engagement survey to obtain real-time results. With that 
information, gaps between perception and reality can be addressed. In today’s world, the best companies are 
continuously looking to improve their employee experience. Look at things like work/life balance, improved 
technology, casual attire and consistent communication from leadership to make big improvements in the culture.

CONVEYING CULTURE THROUGH HUMAN RESOURCES

HOW IS  YOUR COMPANY CULTURE CONVEYED?

Evidence of a culture is displayed in multiple ways, from personnel interaction, to benefits  
packages, to the physical environment. 

Does your workspace reflect the culture of your organization? Culture can be observed in the 
unspoken and unwritten rules that exist within your organization. What better way to reinforce the unspoken and 
unwritten than the physical environment? Do you preach a culture of “customer service with a smile”, but provide 
an environment that makes smiling a challenge? Do you sell your 
business processes as collaborative yet not provide space for 
effective collaboration? Companies are using their space to help 
express who they are to talent and customers they hope to attract 
— beginning at the front door and continuing to the workspace 
“behind the curtain”. 

In this era we must all ask, what does our physical environment communicate about our culture? Is our physical 
environment in alignment with the culture we strive for? A careful examination of both will lead to potential 
solutions to better communicate who you are to the talent you hope to attract and retain.

Q1

 What image does your 
company’s workspace give?

CONVEYING CULTURE THROUGH WORKSPACE & OFFICE ENVIRONMENT

*https://www.accenture.com/t20170628T011731Z__w__/us-en/_acnmedia/PDF-54/Accenture-Employee-Experience-Transcript.pdf
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Lack of growth is a common reason for leaving given during exit interviews. When an employee 
feels like they are ‘stuck’, engagement decreases and interest in looking elsewhere increases. Fears 
that investing in an employee only to have them leave the organization is one of the most common 
excuses for not offering training or other development opportunities.

The truth is that people will leave anyway, to find an organization that offers them opportunity. Having a well-
trained and engaged workforce does not happen without an emphasis on career development.

Putting together initiatives like mentoring, internal 
coaching, and formal training plans are a great start. 
Organizations must know their employees and ask about 
their career aspirations. From there, creating career paths 
through workforce development or degree programs can 
help them continue their growth. The bottom line: if an 
organization is not offering development to employees, 
they will seek it elsewhere.

HUMAN RESOURCES SUPPORTING CAREER DEVELOPMENT

HOW IS CAREER DEVELOPMENT SUPPORTED?Q2

If your organization is expecting employees to continuously improve, there should be structures 
in place to promote this activity. It may not be immediately evident how this relates to the built 
environment, but the physical workspace can either enhance or be an obstacle to our personnel 
growth goals. 

Does your space offer places for interactions with peers and executive staff? Are there spaces for learning and 
improvement? These questions must be asked when creating development pathways for your team. Current 
design trends in education environments are a great place to learn the evolving ways we learn and what our 
future talent will be expecting upon entering the workforce. 

Active learning spaces are key to success in today’s education environments. Key physical components of this can 
be flexible furniture, writeable surfaces, and technology that supports information sharing. Incorporating these 
simple components into your space can communicate that your workplace is one where career development is 
supported.

WORKSPACE SUPPORTING CAREER DEVELOPMENT
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In today’s scarce talent marketplace, one of the key areas an employer cannot afford to miscalculate is 
compensation. While this isn’t always the number one driver in attracting or retaining your employees, 
if you aren’t competitive with your wages and benefits, you will 
quickly lose employees to organizations that are. 

The first step in building world-class compensation strategies 
is to understand your competitive landscape. What are the 
competitive compensation ranges for the positions you are 
hiring? What types of benefits are your competitors offering?  
If you can’t answer those questions you are already behind in 
recruiting.

For your current employees, understanding predictive metrics to get ahead of turnover is key. Address employees 
that have remained stagnant with compensation and create interest with competitions with bonuses, or add an 
ancillary benefit like pet insurance (Did you know? Pet insurance is a billion dollar market.) to your offering. The 
more you can do financially to show your key employees they are important, the more likely they are to stay.

THE HUMAN RESOURCES TAKE ON COMPENSATION

WHAT ROLE DOES COMPENSATION PLAY?
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A simple but effective way to retain important team members is to ensure they feel valued. How  
does your organization communicate that to your top performing team members? Using varied ways 
to reinforce your appreciation to reinforce your culture is an ideal approach. 

How can we use the physical workplace to show our teams they are valued? One current trend is to provide 
more amenities for your team. The level of amenities that can be considered is impacted by the size and scale 
of your business, but there are alternative ways to provide amenities than just within your workspace. Smaller 
businesses are evaluating amenities provided by landlords when seeking new office space. Landlords continue 
to add amenities to differentiate their buildings from the competition. Within an office, everything from a 
meditation or lactation room, to an upgraded gathering area with a full kitchen, to a bocce ball court have been 
observed in our marketplace. What amenities can provide non-financial compensation to reinforce your culture 
and communicate to your team that they are appreciated and valued?  

THE WORKSPACE TAKE ON COMPENSATION
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 If you aren’t competitive with 
compensation, you will  

lose employees to 
organizations that are.
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Technology is a constant force of change. Societal technology advances at an exponential rate. 
From the environment we operate in, to the way we communicate, change is constant. 

Can you imagine a work day without your smartphone? Yet the iPhone did not exist 12 years 
ago. Today, we have Alexa and Siri at our beck and call. If we look forward 12 years from today, 
how will work be different? The answer impacts how we think about our workforce and how we 
best support, develop and retain talent for our organizations. 
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Business is rapidly changing. This isn’t a new reality for business owners and HR teams. The 
emergence of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the “gig economy” is redefining organizational 
structure and productivity. The correct balance between accomplishing work through 
automation and human interaction can accelerate business growth rapidly. The main concern 
for HR is employees’ uncertainty of fitting into this new design.

THE REALITY FOR: HUMAN RESOURCES

WHAT ARE THE IMPACTS OF AUGMENTED WORKFORCE?

The workplace historically has been a slow turning ship. Can you remember the last time 
a new way of doing things was introduced at your workplace? Were the sounds of groans 
and grumbled complaints wafting through the air? Change is 
difficult to institute within a workplace because it brings with it 
uncertainty. This uncertainty must be confronted in the era of the 
augmented workforce. If it is not adapted to by the organization, 
others will quickly pass it by. As business writer Max McKeown 
has said, “All failure is failure to adapt, all success is successful 
adaptation.”  This rings especially true today when technology 
and the gig economy are replacing some positions within 
organizations.

Q1

 “All failure is failure 
to adapt, all success is 

successful adaptation.”
— Max McKeown

THE REALITY FOR: WORKSPACE
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How will your company augment 
with technology to make work 

easier and scalable?
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AI Drives Standardization. Organizations are utilizing AI to drive growth through standardization 
and scalability. The first step is determining which tasks follow standardized rules and logic, and 
allowing automation to take over. The difficulty is maintaining culture and mitigating fear from your 
employee base. AI doesn’t replace workers, but it does require re-skilling and re-organizing your structure. With 
consistent communication and a clear road map for a future with AI, organizations that make the transition will 
have a leg up over peers. (2017 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends)

The “Gig Economy”. The “gig economy” or freelance economy refers to the increasing use of temporary or 
flexible positions. There are currently 54 million Americans participating today, and it is projected to rise to 40% of 
Americans by 2020*. 

This increase has been driven by the digital revolution and the increasing ability of mobile workforce. The positive is 
that employers can select the best individuals from anywhere in the world. The difficulty is managing the constant 
hiring/rehiring of temporary employees and managing the culture shift. (*Intuit – 2020 Study)

Workspace Collaboration. Conference rooms for team meetings, brainstorming, and innovation are no longer as 
relevant. Flexible workspaces drive constant communication and visibility which drives teamwork, accountability, 
and collaborative thinking. On top of flexibility within the building comes the need for increased technology and 
digital collaboration. The “9 to 5” schedule doesn’t work for everyone and with the addition of freelancers, creating a 
flexible workspace environment is a must for success.

TOP CHALLENGES FOR: HUMAN RESOURCES

WHAT ARE THE TOP CHALLENGES?Q2

Operations Buy-in. As stated above, employees fear the uncertainty that accompanies change. 
Without strong leadership and change management, changing workspace can be a struggle for the 
workforce. Often physical environments are changed to help reinforce a new way of operating and 
reinforce a desired culture. Leaders of businesses need to be first adopters to change and embrace the new 
challenges of the augmented workforce so the workforce can follow with confidence.

Creating Flexibility Within A Physical Environment. Our workspace is typically constructed with expensive 
fixed items that are by nature resistant to change. How can we better plan for an unknown future? How do we 
create a physical environment that is agile enough to adapt to technologies and ways of work that we cannot 
predict? The challenge is creating options within a relatively fixed built environment.  Leaders should consider how 
adaptability can be incorporated into their physical environment to accommodate for an ever-evolving workforce. 
As Christopher Alexander references in his classic book “A Pattern Language”, our workplace needs to not only 
adapt to new technology, but also needs to have adaptability for our biological needs for having a space to call our 
own and choice within our space. A large open floor plate with movable walls and floor outlets throughout is not 
the answer.

Maintaining Brand Reinforcement. Does your exterior brand for clients match your interior brand for employees? 
Does your augmented workforce reinforce your brand? How do you make sure everyone is delivering the desired 
experience to your clients? Physical space is a huge tool for internal brand and cultural reinforcement. How can 
physical space aid in brand reinforcement with an augmented workforce?

TOP CHALLENGES FOR: WORKSPACE
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HR plays a crucial role in ensuring that businesses operate successfully in the current and future 
landscape. To assist in the adoption of the augmented workforce HR needs to help organizations 
evolve in three key areas:

Organizational Design
• Rethinking/redesigning roles and responsibilities of current and future employees.

Competencies
• Training/development strategies to assist in the re-skilling employees.

Digital Strategy
• Understanding how technology can reshape how work gets done.

THE SOLUTIONS FOR: HUMAN RESOURCES

WHAT ARE THE SOLUTIONS FOR AUGMENTED WORKFORCE?
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The physical environment can be a hindrance or an asset to the efficacy of your business. When 
considering the challenges of adaptation required for your business to the new workforce landscape, 
leaders should consider:

Operations Buy-in
• Build consensus and understanding by soliciting input from your workforce. Most people want to be heard.

• Lead from the front with a clear direction and EXECUTE.

Flexibility Within A Physical Environment 
• People learn in different ways and are comfortable in different environments.

• Provide options and create variety in environments.

• Provide technology infrastructure that is flexible and adaptable to shifting and increased needs.

• Invest in technology and infrastructure that supports connectedness within and outside the workplace.

Maintaining Brand Reinforcement
• Align your workspace to your organizational design.

• Create opportunities for interactions, such as food and beverage sources between different departments.

• Create areas that can be utilized for all-hands meetings and networking to assure team alignment.

THE SOLUTIONS FOR: WORKSPACE
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